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Video-rate near infrared tomography to image pulsatile
absorption properties in thick tissue
Zhiqiu Li*, Venkataramanan Krishnaswamy, Scott C. Davis, Subhadra Srinivasan, Keith D.
Paulsen, and Brian W. Pogue**
Thayer School of Engineering, Dartmouth College, Hanover NH 0375
Abstract
A high frame-rate near-infrared (NIR) tomography system was created to allow transmission
imaging of thick tissues with spectral encoding for parallel source implementation. The design
was created to maximize tissue penetration through up to 10 cm of tissue, allowing eventual use in
human imaging. Eight temperature-controlled laser diodes (LD) are used in parallel with 1.5 nm
shifts in their lasing wavelengths. Simultaneous detection is achieved with eight high-resolution,
CCD-based spectrometers that were synchronized to detect the intensities and decode their source
locations from the spectrum. Static and dynamic imaging is demonstrated through a 64 mm tissue-
equivalent phantom, with acquisition rates up to 20 frames per second. Imaging of pulsatile
absorption changes through a 72 mm phantom was demonstrated with a 0.5 Hz varying object
having only 1% effect upon the transmitted signal. This subtle signal change was used to show
that while reconstructing the signal changes in a tissue may not be possible, image-guided
recovery of the pulsatile change in broad regions of tissue was possible. The ability to image thick
tissue and the capacity to image periodic changes in absorption makes this design well suited for
tracking thick tissue hemodynamics in vivo during MR or CT imaging.
1. Introduction
High speed near-infrared spectral tomography of tissue can be used to measure functional
properties of tissues such as metabolism, hemodynamics and contrast agents to provide
useful diagnostic information. Imaging at a speed much faster than the tissue activity rate of
interest is important to provide quantitative information with high signal to noise ratio
(SNR), and potentially to allow signal processing methods to be used which can amplify low
SNR. But practically building a fast scanning tomography system for biomedical application
remains a challenging task, as the diffuse pattern of light propagation in biological tissue
demands that each source-detector (S-D) pair be encoded properly through delivery and
decoded afterwards. Accumulating enough photons at the detectors in a limited exposure
time is difficult, especially when the tissue is thicker, e.g. more than 5-6 cm for imaging
most critical organs or tissue volumes. Methods for mechanical switching of S-D pairs have
been routinely used, with imaging speeds reported up to 3 Hz [1]. Simultaneous source
delivery with frequency encoding [2] can be done considerably faster, but is limited by the
overwhelming effect of closer strong signals dominating over the farther weaker signals that
propagate through a few cm of tissue. This approach, while tremendously successful in sub-
surface imaging [3], cannot be realized in deep tissue tomography, because of the severe
dynamic range variation seen in signals that propagate different distances in tissue.
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Our earlier work reported a configuration with spectrally encoded sources around a circular
coil, where the spectral encoding was introduced as a way to eliminate signal interference at
the detector [4]. The sources were identical LDs with different temperature-controlled
wavelength shifts, and using a single imaging spectrometer detection at 30 frames per
second was achieved with this setup. The design demonstrated the concept, with limited
dynamic range capability because of the single CCD detector and the circular geometry of
the coil. It worked for small circular-shaped tissues with a radius of less than 3 cm, but a
revised design was needed for larger tissue volumes. In this study, a parallel detector design
is implemented which demonstrates the ability to image through much thicker tissues and
therefore has applications in breast tissue or brain tissue tomography.
The new system design has similar spectral encoded LD sources but is used with a slab-
shaped interface and multiple spectrometers for detection. Eight spectrometers that are
synchronized through external TTL trigger signals were used, providing much better signal
to noise ratio than the previous effort [4]. The use of parallel plate slab geometry is also
important, because the signals intensities that propagate from source to detector locations are
then all closer in value, allowing a more regular dynamic range. The system was constructed
and tested in tissue phantoms, and the performance is characterized here. The implications
and planned use is discussed. The system has the capacity to image through perhaps up to
8-10 cm of tissue, which would make it possible to be used to track hemoydnamics in
peripheral limbs, breast tissue or part of the cranium.
2. System Configuration
The video-rate tomography system [5], depicted in Fig. 1, consists of several sub systems.
Eight spectrally encoded laser diodes (LDs) each with a temperature control module and a
current control module were integrated on to one cart. Eight fiber-coupled spectrometers,
each equipped with a high-resolution charge-coupled device (CCD), were integrated on to
another cart and set to respond to an external TTL trigger signal. The signal was generated
by a data acquisition (DAQ) board from National Instrument (NI) and programmed through
LabVIEW software. A customized splitter circuit was built to convey the signal into eight
channels and finally to the EXT SYNC port on each CCD simultaneously. Imaging data are
transferred back to the console for post processing through USB connection with the CCDs
[5]. A customized flexible fiber mount and phantom/tissue interface was built to hold the
phantom in the parallel plate slab geometry with the fibers in contact with it. Each
component is described in detail below.
2.1 Spectrally encoded sources
In conventional NIR tomography systems, light is delivered to one plane at the same
wavelength. Therefore sources are launched in sequence to avoid interference at the
detectors. So the time needed for one image is proportional to the number of sources in use,
unless temporal frequency encoding methods are used. The new video-rate tomography
system uses 8 identical single mode continuous wave (CW) LDs (Hitachi HL-7851G) in the
785 nm band. They were spectrally encoded to have approximately 1.5 nm interval in
between by shifting the temperature of each LD differently. This interval is wide enough for
the 1200 l/mm grating on the CCD to separate each source signal clearly, but still very
narrow so that the tissue optical properties remains almost the same. The difference of the
absorption coefficient in this range for whole blood is within 5%. Therefore, all source LDs
can be launched simultaneously to improve imaging speed without interference with each
other. The stability of the LDs under wavelength shift has been verified by sampling over
long periods of time [5].
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The optical detection system consisted of 8 Princeton/Acton Insight: 400F Integrated
Spectroscopy Systems (Acton, MA) residing in one custom designed wheeled carts (8020,
Columbia City, IN) [6]. Insight 400F consists of a 0.3 m length, F3.9 imaging spectrograph
and a low noise, front illuminated charge coupled device (CCD) (Pixis 400F) cooled to −70
°C. The 16- bit CCD provided a large dynamic range of 4.8 orders and was vertically binned
to maximize detector area/wavelength. A 1200 l/mm grating in each spectrometer provided a
sufficiently fine spectral resolution, near 0.045 nm, which is much smaller than the 1.5 nm
laser bandwidth interval, and a wide enough spectral range of 60 nm to allow simultaneous
imaging of all wavelengths.
2.3 Tissue/Phantom Interface
Previous attempts at a NIR tomography system used a conventional circular coil design with
source fibers and detector fibers interspersed around the coil [4]. This worked well for fast
small object imaging where the optical dynamic range was not larger than 3.0 OD between
the different paths from each source to each detector. But for thick tissue imaging, e.g.
clinical breast cancer imaging in vivo with diameters of up to 10 cm, it is technically
impossible to manufacture reliable optical detectors with up to 8 orders of magnitude
dynamic range. The problem is that even if the detectors are 16 bit CCDs, a signal that is 8
orders of magnitude smaller than another could not be detected. Meanwhile it is clear that
the optical path length difference of the nearest and farthest detectors from the same source
is much smaller in the slab geometry. Thus the slab configuration substantially lowers the
requirement of dynamic range to closer to 3-4 OD range, and well fits for high speed thick
tissue imaging. A flexible fiber holder, as shown on the right side of Fig. 5, consisting of
two parallel panels with two slide bars across below was built to hold the source and
detector fibers against the two sides of the tissue/phantom. On each panel, 8 holes were
drilled with 8 mm intervals across to hold source or detector fibers, and set screws from the
top fixed the fibers in position. This configuration is flexible for different phantom
thicknesses and stable enough for the experiment, as well as for future use in tissue imaging.
2.4 Exposure Synchronization
To image with fast and continuous CCD exposures was the goal of this work. The Pixis
400F provides a good signal to noise ratio, but uses a slow mechanical shutter in front of the
CCD to control input light, so the shutter was kept open during these experiments.
Moreover, all 8 CCDs were synchronized to start and stop exposing at exactly the same time
to get meaningful timeline data set. To achieve this, an external TTL trigger signal was
generated by a NI DAQ board, and split into 8 channels by a customized splitter circuit, and
finally reached the external sync port of each CCD to accurately synchronize all CCDs. The
shape and pulse of the TTL trigger signal can be easily specified through LabVIEW. But for
the Pixis 400F, there is no standard mode to work with multiple CCDs both fast enough and
synchronically though the external trigger port is provided. Using the Scientific Imaging
Tool Kit (SITK) for LabVIEW, all 8 Pixis 400F CCDs were configured to work in a “non-
standard” high speed acquisition mode to solve this problem. The shutter status on each
CCD is set to open before an acquisition sequence and keep open until the sequence is
finished. The exposure mode was set to Strobed Mode, meaning each exposure requires an
external trigger signal to start. Each CCD was set to Synchronous Focus Mode. This mode
alone would make one CCD keep exposing at a preset rate and only transfer the latest frame
when the console was ready to receive, so no synchronization could be realized on multiple
CCDs. But it was discovered that together with the Strobed Mode exposure setting, the CCD
actually kept exposing until the next trigger signal arrived, and then it transferred the data
and cleaned the built up charges and started a new exposure, which perfectly fit the design
requirement. Through repeated measurements, it was proven that the whole transfer-clean-
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prepare process for all 8 CCDs took around 13 milliseconds. Since the shutter remained
open, the actual exposure time was the trigger interval, which was not less than the nominal
preset CCD exposure time, plus 13 milliseconds. With 100 μm slit-width on all
spectrographs and 10 mW input laser beams, 20 data sets per second could be reached easily
on a 64 mm thick resin phantom with satisfactory signal intensity.
3. Experiments and results
3.1 Static Blood Phantom Imaging Experiment
A set of heterogeneous phantom experiments was performed to assess the linearity and
accuracy of the system. The slab-shaped resin phantom used for this purpose was 134 mm
long and 64.5 mm thick. The background optical properties of the phantom, μa = 0.004
mm−1 and μs = 1.4 mm−1, were measured separately using a well characterized frequency
domain clinical diffuse optical tomography system at 785 nm [7]. A cylindrical hole with a
radius of 10 mm was drilled vertically at about 16 mm away from the center of the phantom
surface. A batch of liquid phantoms with linearly varying volume fractions of swine blood,
ranging from 0.0% to 4.0% with an interval of 0.5%, were made in 1.0% stock Intralipid
solution. Spectrographs were set to operate at 20 frames per second. Approximately 10 mW
of optical power was delivered into the phantom by each of the 8 source fibers. The hole
was filled up with one phantom solution at a time and NIR tomography images were
acquired for about 1 second.
As this is a static imaging experiment, a reconstructed image of one representative frame for
each phantom solution was displayed in this paper. The calibration and reconstruction
algorithm used was similar to that described by [8]. Briefly, the reconstruction is based on a
modified Newton's method for minimization of the difference between measured and model
data; the model used here was a finite element discretization of the diffusion equation. The
measured data from the tissue/phantom was first calibrated to account for small offsets due
to source–detector fiber transmission, alignment characteristics, and errors in discretization
or model–data mismatch. This was accomplished using a homogeneous fitting algorithm [9]
which utilized Newton-Raphson method for fitting of two parameters: the slope of the phase
(log(θ)) with respect to distance from the source location, and the slope of the logarithm of
intensity times distance with respect to distance (log(rI)). Since this video-rate tomography
system used CW LDs and hence had no ability to measure pathlength of transmission, the
spatial distribution of the reduced scattering coefficient μs′ was not attempted to be
recovered. Thus an assumption about the spatial distribution of μs was needed to reconstruct
the spatial distribution of the absorption coefficient μa. As the concentration of scatterers
was constant in all phantoms, a homogeneous distribution of μs′ = 1.4 mm−1, which was the
same as the background and close to the scattering coefficient of 1.0% Intralipid solution,
was used in the reconstruction calculation. The applicability of this assumption will be
analyzed later in the Discussions section.
3.1.1 Direct Reconstruction of μa—Direct reconstruction here means to reconstruct for
real value of μa which reflects the actual local absorption property across the 2D imaging
plane. The data set used for reconstruction was obtained from heterogeneous phantom
measurement and calibrated with another data set obtained from homogeneous phantom
measurement. The calibration formula is:
(1)
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where each Φ is the data set consisting of logarithm of the amplitude and phase shift, and
the calibrated data set is the one used for reconstruction. Details about this calibration
method can be found in [9].
For each swine blood concentration, about 20 frames of raw data were acquired
continuously. After putting these data sets into the reconstruction program, it was found that
the standard deviation of the μa within the ROI was less than 1% of the mean value of μa, so
the system and the algorithm were proven to be very stable and only the result of one frame
was listed in Fig. 2 for each swine blood concentration. The reconstructed images of μa
value on the imaging plane with linearly increasing concentration of swine blood in the
inclusion were listed in Figs. 2(a)-2(d). The central position of the reconstructed inclusion
was recovered accurately compared to its actual position in the phantom. The recovered
shape appeared stretched in the vertical direction and compressed in the horizontal direction.
This was believed to be due to the slab geometry of the source-detector arrangement, which
enhanced imaging and reconstruction sensitivity in the vertical direction comparing to the
horizontal direction. The true value of μa in each solution was calculated from oxygen
saturation previously measured with a commercial oximeter (Hb 201 +, HemoCue). The
average reconstructed μa within the region-of-interest (ROI) inside the inclusion was
calculated for each case and a linear response was observed as shown in Fig. 2(f). The
absolute value of recovered μa was found to be slightly larger than the true μa, which may be
caused by the inaccurate assumption made to μs of the ROI. The artifacts close to the top
boundary on these images were mainly due to the coupling error of source and detector
fibers, which can be repeated through simulation. Besides, it was also found that the
reconstructed μa of ROI differed more from its true value when the μa of ROI was close to
or lower than the background. This should be due to the reflection index mismatch on the
boundary of the inclusion. Fortunately the μa of the tumor region is usually larger than that
of the background, so that is not a big problem for clinical use. As expected, the recovered
mean background μa outside the ROI remained constant for all phantoms.
3.1.2 Difference Reconstruction of μa—Difference reconstruction here means to
reconstruct only for the change of μa in the inclusion with data of two frames. The formule
is:
(2)
where Φ1calibrated (hetero) is the calibrated data set of the chosen frame, usually is the first
frame. Φicalibrated (hetero) is the calibrated data set of the ith frame. So (Φicalibrated (hetero) –
Φ1calibrated (hetero)) contains the information related to the change of μa in the imaging plane.
Φi homo_fit (hetero) is the homogenous fitting of the actual heterogeneous phantom, to provide
a homogeneous “baseline” for μa image reconstruction. So the resulting data set
Φidifference (hetero) should generate an image that only displays the difference of μa of two
frames. A big advantage of this method is that the noise introduced in the experiment could
largely be canceled out, leaving an image with much less artifact. Suppose a series of data
sets are acquired sequentially for an object, and all the other calibrated data sets are
processed based on the first calibrated data set according to Eq. (2), only the variation of the
absorption property in the imaging plane will be reconstructed and displayed. This
information of μa variation could be more meaningful clinically, especially in
hemodynamics monitoring.
Diffuse tomography reconstruction was performed after the experiments were completed on
the processed data. The time needed to reconstruct one frame mostly depends on the mesh
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size. With the current settings, it takes 10 seconds to reconstruct one frame with a standard
IBM laptop, and so 200 frames took about 33 minutes total processing time.
The difference reconstruction results of μa with different swine blood concentrations in the
inclusion are listed in Figs. 3(a)-3(d). For the same reason as the direct reconstruction case,
only the result of one frame out of about 20 frames was listed in Fig. 3 for each swine blood
concentration. The general position of the reconstructed inclusion was the same as its actual
position in the phantom, and the artifact around upper boundary was greatly removed as
expected. However, instead of being at the center of the inclusion, the brightest region
shifted up a little to be closer to the upper boundary of the phantom. It was verified through
simulation that this shift didn't exist with noise-free data, but became more and more
apparently with increasing noise level and towards the boundary, which had higher imaging
and reconstruction sensitivity. Although the noise was largely canceled in Eq. (2), it was
difficult to estimate the effect of remaining noise on the reconstructed image. The
reconstructed mean μa of the ROI fitted with the true value reasonably well, especially when
the μa of the ROI was larger than that of the background. This phenomenon was identical to
that of direct reconstruction. No change in background μa was observed.
3.2 Dynamic Blood Phantom Imaging Experiment
A blood diffusion experiment was carried out to test the responsivity of the system to
dynamic changes in absorption contrast. The phantom and system setup were the same as
the static phantom experiment described in 3.1. Initially, the phantom inclusion was filled
with 1% intralipid solution. After imaging the phantom at 20 frames per second for about 30
seconds, swine blood was added into the inclusion slowly through a syringe, the adding
process took about 50 seconds, and the phantom was continuously imaged for about 40
seconds after the completion of the addition.
Results of both direct reconstruction and difference reconstruction were shown in Fig. 4. In
both figures, the time of the first rising point and the time μa reached the maximum fitted
well with the experiment procedure. The μa value in Fig. 4(a) of direct reconstruction
couldn't be verified, because the solution in the inclusion was not stirred during imaging to
get rid of the impact introduced by the stirring tool. Thus the blood was not evenly
distributed in the inclusion, and it was meaningless to calculate the true μa value based on
the volume of swine blood added into the inclusion. The calibrated data set of the first frame
was used in the difference reconstruction as the “baseline” to be subtracted by calibrated
data sets of following frames. In the first 30 seconds before adding blood, there is no change
of the absorber in the inclusion, so after subtraction only the homogenous fitting part was
left unchanged. The first 30 seconds section of the curve μa_ROI met with that very well.
And as more blood being added in, the variation of μa in the inclusion increased and reached
the peak at around 80 seconds and then went to a stable status, as curve μa_ROI shown in
Fig. 4(b). It was noted that the largest difference of μa in Fig. 4(b) was smaller than that in
Fig. 4(a), mainly because the μa value of direct reconstruction was slightly larger than the
true value (as shown in Fig. 2(f)) and the μa value of difference reconstruction was slightly
smaller than the true value (as shown in Fig. 3(f)). Overall, the results shown in Fig. 4
demonstrated the reliable functioning of this video-rate tomography system to catch
dynamic varying absorption content at imaging speed of 20 frames per second.
3.3 Pulsatile Phantom Experiment
The clinical goal of this video-rate NIR tomography system is to image tissue
hemodynamics. Thus a pulsatile phantom experiment was carried out to test the ability of
this system to image an abnormity in real-time whose absorption property varied at a preset
frequency with moderate effect upon the transmitted signal. The experimental setup is
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illustrated in Fig. 5. A solution made of 1% intralipid and low concentration of Indian ink
was filled into a 72 mm thick slab-shaped high-density polypropylene bottle (32 oz HDPE
Rectangular Bottle, Nalgene) to provide a homogeneous background with low μa. The
plastic bottle was colorless with a cloudy appearance that prevented straight light channeling
laterally, so it was a fairly good container for this experiment. Several sides of the bottle
were sealed with black tape to minimize the impact of boundary mismatch. Another tank
held solution made of the same 1% intralipid and 3 times higher concentration of Indian ink
than that in the Nalgene bottle. So the absorption contrast of two solutions was 3:1. The high
μa solution was continuously pumped from the tank into an incoming latex tubing with an
internal diameter (ID) of ¼ inch. This tubing was connected to one end of a T-shape
connector. The second end of the T-shape connector was connected to an outgoing clear
vinyl tube with the same ID and directed the high absorbing solution back to the tank. A
white balloon was tied up to the third end of the connector and sealed with water-proof glue.
The connector was fixed on a three-jaw chuck with the balloon submerged into the low μa
solution in the Nalgene bottle. The incoming tubing was periodically compressed by the
rotational part of a pump (503U/RL, Watson-Marlow L.L.C.) at a preset frequency. The
pump was driven by a frequency-adjustable 0∼10 Volt square wave voltage generator.
Therefore the high μa solution was pumped through the T-shape connector in pulsatile mode
at the same frequency, and the balloon expanded and contracted at the driving frequency.
This pumping system was designed to mimic the cyclical change in absorption seen in vaso-
activity within tissue. The video-rate tomography system was used to image and recover this
pulsatile change of the absorbing content, and quantify the magnitude of the effect upon the
transmitted signal. The experiment was designed such that the elasticity of the balloon
would only allow response below pump frequencies of 1 Hz. So a 0.5 Hz drive was chosen
as the experimental pumping frequency for this study. Most pumped solution went through
the T-shape connector directly, and only a small amount of the solution was to be pushed
into the balloon corresponding to the change of pressure difference of the incoming and
outgoing tubes. The volume of high μa solution in the balloon and thus the size of the
balloon would vary according to the pumping frequency, but only on a very subtle scale
which was barely apparent and not significantly measurable. So the variation of μa in the
balloon was expected to be very small, and was quantified by the effect it had on the
transmission of the light.
The detected signals for 3 different optical paths in frequency domain (FD) are displayed in
Fig. 6. After subtracting the mean value of each signal to remove DC component, a Fourier
transform was performed on each signal and then the signal was normalized to the intensity
of DC component separately, such that the change is relative to 1.0. The relative intensity of
every frequency component on the FD spectrum reflected the portion of signal caused by the
varying portion of absorbing property versus that by the homogeneous background. It is
obvious from Fig. 6(a) that path 1, which was the shortest and went through the balloon,
received strongest 0.5 Hz pulsatile information, increasing from 0.005 up to 0.015, or 0.5%
to 1.5%. Meanwhile, path 3 received weakest 0.5 Hz pulsatile signal since it was the longest,
although it also went through the balloon. The largest effect of the pulsatile flow was set at
approximately 1% change in the DC signal, as can be seen in the peak of Figs. 6(a) and 6(b).
This low magnitude in pulsatile flow is approximately what is seen in pulse oximetry, and so
was chosen as a good example of typical physiological signal level.
After imaging the pulsatile phantom at 10 frames per second for 20 seconds, the raw data set
was calibrated and put into the reconstruction program. Mean μa of the ROI using direct
reconstruction algorithm versus time is shown in Fig. 7(a). There was a blurry periodical
trend in curve μa, but the noise made it not easy to distinguish. A Fourier transform was
applied to the μa curve, and the result was shown in Fig. 7(b). Since the experimental
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imaging speed was 10 frames per second, the highest distinguishable frequency after Fourier
transform was 5 Hz. There was a peak right at 0.5 Hz, but several other peaks with similar
intensity at higher frequencies made it not convincing to conclude the system had picked out
the desired pulse. The result of difference reconstruction was not listed here, because the
reconstructed μa difference was very small and could not be clearly discerned from
reconstruction artifacts around.
A region-based direct reconstruction method was also applied to this data set. Classically the
imaging plane can be segmented into several homogeneous regions based on the structural
information obtained in advance with other imaging modalities, e.g. MRI and/or x-ray CT.
The iterative update is then simplified from the situation where individual nodes are
reconstructed to the problem where only the parameters for each homogenous region are
estimated in the inversion [10]. In this case, instead of inverting a matrix that is thousands of
rows, it has just 2 rows, one for each material. The advantage of this method is that the
contrast is enhanced between the inclusion and the background. The two regions defined in
this experiment were from direct measurements of the phantom size and shape and location
of the balloon. Since the balloon size change was too small to measure between the pulsatile
motion, this was assumed to be constant. In Fig. 7(c) the recovered μa of the ROI versus
time showed a clear periodical trend, and after Fourier transformation a sharp peak at 0.5 Hz
was recovered in Fig. 7(d), which is much higher than the background. This peak verifies
that this region-based method does allow recovery of the pulsatile varying absorption
content in the balloon, likely due to noise suppression through the combined effect of using
all the measurements together. As such the inversion matrix problem is highly over-
conditioned, and so is a well posed problem.
4. Discussion
This work has shown the feasibility of using this spectrally-encoded tomography system to
do fast speed imaging through thick tissues, of the size required in clinical breast imaging
[7–10]. The goal of the system was to achieve high speed imaging, of blood pulsation
dynamics, and show the validation that the system could be used to recover subtle signals in
realistic tissue phantoms. The system was built around CCD detection which allows only
CW detection, and does not have the capability to image frequency domain data. This choice
was intentionally made because of the high cost that PMT or APD detectors would incur in
developing high-frame rate systems with a similar dynamic range. The tradeoff is the lack of
the ability to accurately recover exact absorption and scattering coefficients independently
from one another, because there is no clear ability to estimate photon traveled pathlength in
tissue. However the application of the system has focused on vascular pulsatile flow
imaging, and in this case the scatter coefficient remains largely static. Thus the errors in
assumed scattering coefficient will mostly contribute to an overall offset of recovered
absorption coefficient. Over the years, changes in absorption have been repeatedly been
shown to be quantifiable with CW systems, such that this design was chosen for this
application. The errors in absolute absorption from the unknown value of the scattering
coefficient are a problem, but the error incurred is low if we have a reasonable value of
scattering coefficient to use in the model fitting. If the estimated scattering coefficient is
within 10% of the true value, then our error in absorption is less than this level. Still,
changes in absorption are always recoverable at some level, even if the scatter signal is
inaccurate by 20%, so the system does have highly robust response for dynamic imaging
applications.
The use of spectrally-encoded sources in the tomography system has the implicit assumption
that they are treated as interacting with the same tissue optical properties, even though they
are at slightly different wavelengths. Strictly speaking, their wavelengths are different, but if
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treated as a multi-wavelength tomography system, and if we reconstructed the wavelengths
separately, we would be able to potentially recover more information about the spectral
features of the tissue. But this approach would have obviously fewer measurements at each
individual wavelength, and would make a multispectral reconstruction possible, but highly
ill-posed at any given wavelength. When assuming most of the absorption is due to whole
blood, it can be seen that its absorption coefficient varies only by about 5% across the used
wavelength range. Thus, by only incurring 5% error, we assume the attenuation is the same
at all sources, and thereby solve the image reconstruction problem with a better posed
inversion problem, and avoid the need to get into spectral reconstruction. However the idea
of doing multispectral reconstruction at video rate is something to consider in future
research in this area.
The dynamic blood diffusion phantom experiments illustrated the ability of the system to
image heterogeneities through 64 mm of tissue-like media at high speed. The direct
reconstruction method worked well, and so did difference reconstruction methods, since the
absorption content in the inclusion changed much during the process. In the pulsatile
phantom experiments, the system was used to illustrate the problem of accurately detecting
very subtle periodic variations, on the order of 1% intensity signal change. The volume
change in the phantom was approximately 0.5%, which resulted in the observed
transmission signal change by 1%. The absorption properties of the inclusion, could not be
usefully recovered with diffuse tomography imaging, as might be expected for a system
where the signal change is only 1%, and the noise level of the system is near 1%. Thus, in a
realistic tissue imaging situation, where SNR is close to unity, the application of diffuse
tomography alone will be limited without improvements in signal amplification somehow.
However, image-guided recovery of the absorption, using a region-fitting based method, did
recover useful signal changes, and the amplitude of the periodic signal was found with a
factor of 4 between the amplitude peak and the background noise at other frequencies (Fig.
7(d)). Image-based recovery of broad regions turns the recovery problem from an ill-posed
under-conditioned situation, to a well-posed over-conditioned inversion problem. Thus in
the future, this type of imaging will likely be utilized in the context of MRI-guided
hemodynamic imaging.
The repeatability and linearity of this system were verified in static blood phantom
experiments, to demonstrate that the recovered values are linear with concentration of
absorber, and that the accuracy can be consistent with our previous systems. There can be
bias offsets of assumed scattering coefficients which prohibit absolute recovery of
absorption coefficients, however that system is used with continuous wave data where the
scattering coefficient is assumed anyway. So the goal of the system is not to do absolute
tissue spectroscopy, instead the level of real-time absorption property change is of interest.
The use of an assumed scattering coefficient is unfortunate, but earlier studies have found
that reconstructing differential changes in tissue is feasible with assumed homogeneous
scattering distributions. If the scattering coefficient is significantly erroneous, it can lead to
significant errors in the reconstruction process, yet if it is within 10-20% of the true value,
recovery of images is not significantly impeded.
Results of both direct and difference reconstruction methods were listed and compared. The
approach of using difference-data based reconstruction generates images with fewer
artifacts, especially at boundaries, but the ROI profile biases a little towards higher
sensitivity region, and this is more of a problem towards the closest boundary. Besides,
difference reconstruction doesn't perform well when the difference of nearby images is
subtle. So for applications like hemodynamics monitoring, direct reconstruction, maybe
image-guided by other modalities, is more suitable.
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The slab geometry was adopted here to decrease the differences of optical pathlengths of
source-detector pairs, since dynamic range is such a problem in diffuse tomography. To
have a very high imaging rate, all sources and detectors have to be kept on during the whole
imaging process, and so the system needs to have a reasonably small dynamic range
between individual source signals to make the signals useful. The slab geometry has a much
smaller dynamic range than the circular geometry, and solves some of this problem. For
tissue that is compressed into the slab shape of say 6-7 cm thickness, the 8 sources are
placed at one side with 8 mm interval, and 8 detectors are oppositely placed in the similar
way. Then the maximum path length difference is near 2 cm, which is much smaller than the
circular geometry design, where differences in pathlengths can be on the same order as the
diameter of the tissue. Thus, the slab approach solves this seemingly trivial but yet quite
important issue of maintaining the dynamic ranges within a few orders of magnitude from
each other between signals.
Real tissue imaging applications of this system are ongoing, using MRI imaging to visualize
organs, and then rapid imaging with the spectrally encoded system to recover hemoglobin
changes as well as exogenous dye uptake in the organs being tracked. The results of this
study show that temporal changes in signal intensity at the level of 1% are still reliable
enough to provide useful data for this image-guided tomographic approach. These results
then allow estimation of how concentration changes of hemoglobin or dye per unit volume
would translate into detectable levels of transmitted signal. The system testing in rodent
tissue imaging is ongoing.
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A diagram of the video-rate near infrared tomography system is shown. Eight spectrally
encoded LD systems were integrated onto one cart [5]. Eight fiber-coupled spectrometers
with high-resolution CCDs were integrated onto another cart and set to respond to an
external TTL trigger signal. The signal was generated by a data acquisition board and then
split into eight channels by a customized splitter circuit, and delivered to the EXT SYNC
port on each CCD simultaneously. Imaging data are transferred back to the computer for
post processing. A flexible fiber mount was customized to hold the phantom or tissue in
between.
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Direct reconstruction results of μa on the imaging plane of a heterogeneous phantom with
different blood concentrations in the inclusion. Figures 2(a)-2(d) showed phantoms with
swine blood concentration of 1%, 2%, 3% and 4%. The reconstructed and true values of μa
in the inclusion of different swine blood concentrations were listed in Fig. 2(e), and plotted
in Fig. 2(f) together with the reconstructed average value of background μa.
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Difference reconstruction results of μa on the imaging plane of a heterogeneous phantom
with different blood concentrations in the inclusion. Figures 3(a)-3(d) showed phantoms
with swine blood concentration of 1%, 2%, 3% and 4%. The reconstructed and true values
of difference μa in the inclusion of different swine blood concentrations were listed in Fig.
3(e), and plotted in Fig. 3(f) together with the mean value of background μa.
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Results of dynamic blood diffusion phantom experiment. Figure 4(a) showed the direct
reconstructed μa of both ROI and background versus time. Figure 4(b) shows the difference
reconstructed μa value of both ROI and background versus time. Curve μa_ROI is the mean
value of μa in the inclusion, while curve μa_BKG is the mean value of μa of the background.
10 mW LDs were used as source beam. 100 ms exposure time and 100 μm slit width were
set up at all spectrographs. Images were acquired at 20 frames per second.
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System setup of the pulsatile phantom experiment. High μa solution was continuously
pumped through a balloon at 0.5 Hz. The balloon was submerged in a 72 mm thick slab
container filled with low μa solution. The absorption contrast of the solution inside the
balloon against outside was 3 to 1. Eight LDs were launched as sources, and 6 spectrometer
systems were set as detectors to acquire data at 10 frames per second. Slit widths on all
spectrographs were set to 100 μm.
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Signals of different S-D pairs in frequency domain. Figure 6(a) is detected signals of 3
different optical paths in frequency domain after being normalized to their individual mean
intensity. Only 0 to 1 Hz of these spectra were displayed. Figure 6(b) illustrates the 3
different optical paths through the phantom with straight lines. D1 to D6 were 6 detection
spots connected to spectrographs through optical fibers. S1 to S8 were 8 laser beam input
spots connected to LDs through optical fibers.
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Reconstructed μa of the ROI in the time-domain and frequency-domain. In Fig. 7(a) the
mean recovered μa value in the ROI is plotted versus time with a direct diffuse
reconstruction method. In Fig. 7(b) the Fourier transform of the mean μa in Fig. 7(a) is
shown. In Fig. 7(c) the mean μa recovered in the ROI versus time is shown using region-
guided direct reconstruction methods. Figure 7(d) is the Fourier transformed amplitude data
from Fig. 7(c), showing the dominance of the 0.5 Hz signal in this frequency spectrum.
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